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SASSE SPRING

RECRUITMENT



Dear Henok, Enok and Enoka

 

We are more than excited to present this year's Committee

Recruitment Catalogue!

 

A new SASSE board means that we are recruiting new Committee

Board members. As a part of the Committee boards, you will,

together with your respective Presidents, lead the activities in our

association for the upcoming year. You will have the opportunity to

engage in a community that allows you to try out new things, make

mistakes, and learn from these! 

 

NO PREVIOUS SASSE EXPERIENCE NEEDED. We are looking for anyone

who is excited about contributing to the association with enthusiasm,

new ideas, and a positive mindset. If you are recruited, you will

develop the skills necessary for the position during the year, through

firsthand experience and with the help from previous Committee

Boards and us in the SASSE board. 

 

The positions vary in level of responsibility and time required, so we

encourage you to research the position(s) you’re applying for, to

ensure that they match your desired level of engagement. That

being said, all positions are designed to be manageable along with

full-time studies. 

 

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all positions are open for all SASSE

members. Regardless of whether you’re a Master’s or Bachelor’s

student, speak Swedish or English, we would love for you to apply! 

 

Good luck with your applications, we look forward to meeting you!

Much Love,

SASSE Board 22/23
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The Presidium

Wilma Liewendahl 

President 22/23

President

Vice President

Treasurer

The President leads the work of the SASSE Board and has the

highest level of responsibility for all activities within SASSE. In

addition to this, I will act as your representative towards

external parties, such as the media and other organizations.

Towards SSE, I will be representing you in various forums,

ranging from the Board of Directors to the Ethics Committee. 

You are always welcome to contact me at

president@sasse.se, or stop by my office in the SASSE

Reception if there is anything you want to discuss. I look

forward to getting to know all of you better, and together

make this upcoming year the best possible. 

The role of Vice President has two general responsibilities. This first is

working with internal coordination and communication within the

association. It is my responsibility that SASSE runs smoothly and to

ensure that all projects and committees know who to talk to and

where to find them.

The second duty within the role is the overall responsibility for

developing and maintaining all SASSE premises (Sveavägen,

Saltmätargatan, and Enoksro). This means that I am responsible for

everything from small purchases to major renovations. During this

year, you will most likely find me in the Kåridor (the basement),

drop by and say hi!

The Treasurer has three main areas of responsibility. Firstly is

being responsible for the ongoing financial work within the

association. Secondly is the strategic responsibility for the

finances of SASSE which involves leading the budgeting work

at the beginning and end of each SASSE year as well as

drawing up guidelines for the financial management of the

organization. Lastly the Treasurer is responsible for the strategic

planning of the monetary funds of the association. If you any

questions during the year our just want to chat you are always

welcome to my office in the SASSE Reception!

Joel Berbres

Vice President 22/23

Louise Pettersson

Treasurer 22/23



SASSE Quartermasters

Positions offered 

Your job is to assist the Vice President in project-

based assignments such as collaborations,

developing the merch-platform and coordinating

ongoing tasks surrounding the premises. You are

a person that enjoys having a variety of tasks and

having a creative mind in order to bring value for

the students.

Team Coordinator

Kåridår Coordinator

Your main responsibility is to work with premises

located at school, which implies Saltmätargatan

and Sveavägen 65. How could they be improved?

You are full of ideas and want to make the

wonderful premises shine brighter than ever

before!

Enoksro Coordinator

You are in charge of Enoksro where the main

responsibilities include updating the rental

guidelines, following up on bookings, and enabling

amazing parties and other activities to be held. You

are solution-oriented and want to work with the

continuous improvement and development of

Enoksro.

If you have any questions regarding the positions,

do not hesitate to contact me!

Facebook: Joel Berbres

Email: viceordf@sasse.se

Phone: +46 739 91 10 60

The very core of the work of the association is based on the people and premises. Being a part

of SASSE quartermaster (or “SQM”) you will have the chance to assist the Vice President in

bringing value for the students by, for example, developing the merch platform, finding

exciting collaborations, or new initiatives that could benefit the association. Furthermore, for

the daily operations of SASSE to function smoothly, we need to maximize the premises

accordingly. Being one of the major responsibilities of the Vice President, I (Joel) now seek a

team that can help me deliver on this responsibility!

Much Love,

Joel Berbres

Vice President 22/23



Treasury

Positions offered 

As a Vice Treasure you will work closely with your colleague

and the Treasurer in the work of managing the Student

Associations finances. Your main responsibilities will be to

aid the Treasurer in budgeting and administration as well as

acting as a contact person to the boards and projects within

SASSE. Some of your tasks will involve creating and

organizing invoices both on an internal level and to external

companies. If chosen you will together with the Treasurer

have the possibility and freedom to in more detail construct

your tasks and responsibilities based on your interests and

skills. 

For this position it is good if you are organized, good at

managing all your responsibilities, are flexible and most

importantly want to learn and develop new useful skills. 

 

No prior experience needed, you will learn on the job!

Vice Treasurer x2 

If you have any questions regarding the position, do not hesitate

to contact me.

Facebook: Louise Pettersson 

Email: skattis@sasse.se

Phone: +46 761 481 231

Much Love, 

Louise Pettersson 

Treasurer 22/23

Do you want real life experience of managing the finances of an organization, gain useful tools

for future careers and for operating your own business? Or do you just like to learn new

things? Apply to become one of the Vice Treasurers of 22/23!

Requriers Swedish Proficiency



Are you interested in developing our education at SSE? You

have the chance to become part of the UU-family, where you

will be representing the students at SSE and safeguarding their

common educational interests. The committee work with

educational monitoring and serves as the main link between

students and SSE. We will work together to gather the study-

related opinions of all students at SSE and put our hearts into

ensuring that SSE is a good place to be a student. Part of the

work involves collecting and presenting feedback, as well as

creating and informing about educational opportunities. All

aimed at providing maximal student utility. 

This is your opportunity to make an impact! Being part of the UU-

board will give you invaluable experiences, and a lot of fun. As

a member of the board, you will develop both professional and

personal skills. There is no prior experience required for any of

the positions, but rather you will learn as you go. You are

passionate about education, reliable and want to develop our

education while being part of the UU-family. If that describes

you, the Education Committee board is for you. I am already

longing to get to know you!

Frida Dicksen

Education Committee President 22/23

The Education Committee



The Education Committee

Positions offered 

The Vice President works closely with the

committee President in various doings, and has a

great overview of all UU-work. As the Vice

President you will plan and conduct Focus

Sessions, and in conjunction with the President

contribute to the writing of the subsequent

reports. Further, you will have a great part in the

planning and execution of the Education

Committee’s annual Benchmarking trip. You are

organized and enjoy diverse work tasks. 

Vice President 

Head of MSc Programs 

Alongside the President, you - as the Head of MSc

Programs will represent master’s students in

academic matters. You are the point of contact

for all class representatives on master’s level and it

is under your responsibility to organize and

conduct focus groups. The role entails frequent

interaction with faculty and staff, where you as an

attendee on for example the MSc Program

Committee meetings have great opportunity to

develop the master’s programs at SSE. This is an

unmatched opportunity to improve student life at

SSE, as you will be the leading voice for master’s

students towards both SSE and SASSE. 

Head of Events and Project

As the Head of Event and Project you will be in

charge of all fun events throughout the year,

ranging from our annual crayfish party and

inspirational lectures to the Teacher of the Year

award. With this role you will also be responsible

for planning the recurring Patet workshops and

other internal events. Further, you are the

coordinator and main contact point for the

committee’s two projects: Tutor Center and

Alumni Mentorship Program. Essentially, you

enjoy creating fun!
Head of BSc Programs

Alongside the President, you - as the Head of BSc

Programs will represent bachelor’s students in

academic matters. You are the point of contact for

all class representatives on the undergraduate level

and it is under your responsibility to organize and

conduct focus groups to evaluate the current

courses. You will steer the pre-focus meetings, and

the BSc Focus Groups. You are also, in

conjunction with the President, writing the

subsequent reports. The role entails frequent

interaction with faculty where your engagement,

drive and willingness to further develop our

education at SSE will be of great importance. Truly

an unmatched opportunity to make a great impact

for all bachelor’s students at SSE!

Head of Communication

Are you creative and enjoy spending time creating

content? As Head of Communication you will utilize

your creative side by making sure to keep students

updated in regards to educational matters. You will

be responsible for all UU’s information channels,

such as the Sharing is Caring groups, the Instagram

and our Facebook page. Further, you will assist the

rest of the board and the projects with their

communication to ascertain all information is

properly conveyed. With this role you have an

amazing opportunity to shape the image of the

committee and work with your visions. 

If you have any questions regarding the Education

Committee or the positions, do not hesitate to

contact me.

 

Facebook: Frida Dicksen

Email: edupres@sasse.se

Phone: +46 72-443 76 44

 

lUUve,

Frida Dicksen 

Education Committee President 22/23

(Only available for master's students)

(Only available for bachlor's students)



Do you love being inspired by successful companies and

extraordinary people? Are you passionate about creating

valuable relationships with companies and leading amazing

projects? Would you like to develop on a personal level at the

same time as you learn more about the business community out

there? Then the Business Committee is the place for you! The

Business Committee is the link between SSE students and the

business community. By offering a broad range of events,

presentations, and several projects, the committee functions as

a platform for both personal and professional development. As

the intermediate between the companies and SASSE members,

the purpose of the Business Committee is to ensure that each

student is given the network and information necessary to get

the job of their dreams. Not only will you learn how to handle

the contact with companies and valuable insights for your

future, but you’ll also get to attend stunning fairs, banquets, and

other mind-blowing events. Simply the best of both worlds!

The Business Committee

Lisa Sundell 

Media Committee President 22/23



The Business Committee

Positions offered 

As the president’s right hand, you will be responsible

for SASSE’s main corporate partners, committee

sponsors, and working in relation with SSE and their

corporate partners. Besides coordination internally,

you will also be the link between external projects and

the Business Committee Board

Vice President & Partner Relations Head of Consulting Company Relations

You will be responsible for companies within the

consulting sector, such as McKinsey and BCG. As the

contact person for the consulting companies, you will

have regular interaction with the companies and help

them with reaching out to the students at SSE.

Head of Financial Company Relations

You will be responsible for all the financial

companies such as Goldman Sachs and Nordea.

Some of the companies are based in London, which

gives you the chance to enhance your English skills.

The responsibility includes regular interaction with

the companies and reservations of presentations and

other events.

Head of Business Development and Projects 

You will be responsible for the companies that do not

fall under finance and consulting, many of which are

highly innovative and/or large multinational

corporations. Additionally, you will work towards

attracting and diversifying the portfolio of companies

presented by the Business Committee and be

responsible for all new companies that reach out to

SASSE. You will also be the link between all the

projects under the Business Committee and the

Business Committee Board.

Head of Communication

You will be responsible for all marketing as well as

internal festivities and utilize your creative side as

well as be in contact with companies. With this role,

you will get the chance to enhance the

communicative structure to make sure that the

Business Committee reaches all students at SSE,

through e.g. BC Opportunities and e-mail. In

addition, you will be responsible for the yearly BC

Catalogues with internship Opportunities, etc.

Furthermore, you will be responsible for recruiting

and learning the “Festmästeri” and arrange all social

events within the committee.

Do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any

questions! 

 

Facebook: Lisa Sundell

Email: bcpres@sasse.se

Phone: +46 70-555 84 06

 

Much Love,

Lisa Sundell

Business Committee President 22/23

You will be responsible for coordinating and

arranging all company presentations that take place

at SSE. This means you will get to recruit and lead

your own Company Group which along with the

Board will act as your support team. With this

position, you will get in close contact with

representatives from a wide range of companies as

well as many students, and gain both practical and

theoretical skills

Head of Corporate Events

Key Account Managers

 
(Requiers Swedish proficiency)



The International Committee is a place for anyone that has

international interest or ambitions. Students that engage are given a

chance to both learn about other cultures in a hands-on way and

pursue international ambitions either academically or professionally.

Led by a strong inclusive and welcoming internal culture, INTU is really a

home for anyone. By offering an environment of curious ambitious

students from around the globe, our committee brings an international

atmosphere and worldwide perspectives to the student association.

The world is our oyster and our aim is to both bring SASSE closer to the

world and the world closer to SASSE! :)

As a member of the International Committee Board, you will be given

the opportunity to learn and develop your personal and professional

skills through practicing leadership, project management, and working

closely within a team. You will work with strategic matters of

internationalization and inclusiveness concerning the whole student

association, as well as plan and attend amazing events! We have a

wide variety of projects of different characters: Everything from

educational and informational events focused on international

opportunities, to cultural social events and mind-blowing parties! Do

you love learning about other cultures and want to enjoy the perfect

mixture of professionalism and party? Then the International Committee

is the perfect place for you! <3

 

The International Committee

Gus Sralla

International Committee President 22/23



The International Committee

Positions offered 

The role of the Vice President is to fill in the gaps of

the committee and be the right hand woman/man to

the President. Meaning the daily tasks of this

position can vary greatly so applicants to this role

should be good at adapting and have strong

organization skills. Next, the Vice President will be

the primary board member, besides the President,

responsible for internationalization. Meaning, with

the president, they will set and allocate the agenda

for internationalization amongst the rest of the

board. Also the Vice President is primarily

responsible for maintaining the INTU room. Last

but definitely not least, the Vice Pres will be

responsible for leading a search to find a committee

sponsor for INTU. #2good2notbesponsd

Vice President Project Coordinator x2

The project coordinators are a dynamic duo tasked

with coordinating INTU’s amazing projects and

will be the primary point of contact for the project

leaders. The majority of the project coordinator's

workload is to be available, knowledgeable and

helpful to our project leaders. This role is truly the

backbone of the committee and with great power

comes great responsibility. Meaning, the workload

can indeed be heavy at times. Alternatively, from a

glass half full perspective, this role will give strong

management experience that can’t really be found

elsewhere outside of SASSE. #CVBOOSTER

#CVTOTHEMOON

Head of Marketing "Intufluencer" 

The head of marketing aka the Intufluencer’s role

will be to control what INTU puts out to SASSE

members ranging from controlling INTU’s

Instagram to updating the SASSE website and

everything in between. The goal of the marketing is

to serve information to students in a manner in

which they enjoy digesting it. Meaning a big part of

the criteria for this role will be looking at applicant's

ability to do so in creative ways. Everyone gets tired

of posts with long paragraphs written in “SSE

format” watered down with long words and

excessive details. This is great when writing an essay

with a word minimum for school but not so much

for SASSE. Meaning to be honored with the role of

being the next “Intufluencer” you better be ready to

embody the role fully and think of creative ways to

both engage and entertain our beloved followers!!

#SASSECELEB

Head of  Events
The Head of Events will be tasked with

coordinating INTUs internal and external events.

Behind the curtains of every successful banquet

there is someone running to Coop to get last

minute decorations or calling a backup guard

company because the guards scheduled got

COVID. Meaning this role can be stressful and

intense at times. So applicants to this role should be

cool under pressure, have a forte for party planning

and overall enjoy being in social situations. In

addition, they will be responsible for coordinating

our wonderful INTU festis and in connection are

the primary board member responsible for up-

keeping the amazing internal culture. #INTU2LIT

If anything is unclear or you have any questions

please feel free to contact me! :)

Facebook: Gus Sralla

Email: icpres@sasse.se

Phone: +46 76 326 05 81 

 

Much love,

Gussy



The Media Committee is the home of everything creative in

SASSE. This is a committee where we believe that

communication is key, no matter its form! We want to provide

all members of SASSE the best tools and opportunities in order to

grow their interest and create create media content. However,

you do not have to consider yourself "creative" in order to feel

at home in MedU. You are as welcome to our cozy room at

Saltmätargatan to have lunch, or to challenge us at beer pong

(our official committee sport).

As a part of the board you will be the very center of MedU. We

will work together to keep everything that makes MedU great,

while finding new ways of making it even better. The Media

Committee also opens doors for new unconventional career

paths, while being one of the most tradition bound committees

in SASSE. 

If you are someone that values communication, traditions and

community the Media Committee is the right place for you!

Apply for the Media Committee board 22/23!

 

The Media Committee

Filippa Lambert

Media Committee President 22/23



The Media Committee

Positions offered 

As the Vice President, you will work closely with

the Media Committee President. Your task is to

take on some of the responsibilities of the

President, help out with the operational tasks, and

be responsible for our cozy room! You will also

have the closest contact with our committee

sponsor and be responsible for coordinating

activities and lectures with them. The Vice

President should be responsible, easy to get in

contact with, and is not afraid to raise their voice.

Vice President Head of Event

As Head of Event, you will be responsible for all

the MedU related events happening during the

year! This includes both recurring events such as

beer pong tournaments, Makthafvardinners, and

lectures, as well as spontaneous dinners and hang-

outs. Together with your festisar that you will

recruit in the fall, you will be responsible for the

fun and interactive part of the committee. As a

person, you are organized, creative, and driven,

and loves to get people together!

Head of Technology

As Head of Technology, you are the go-to person

regarding the one thing The Media Committee

depends on, our equipment! You will be

responsible for protecting the equipment and

taking care of it. But what good would it do if it

were just standing there collecting dust?

Therefore, you are the one who is responsible for

lending them out to all students of SASSE. If

someone needs to borrow a camera, a memory

card, or a drone, you will be their go-to person!

With this in mind, it is of high importance that

you are easy to get in touch with and are always

ready to help our students. As a person, you are

structured, reachable, and responsible.

Head of Communication

As Head of Communication, you will be

responsible for working with the social media

channels of both the Media Committee but also

SASSE. Your main task is to inform about activities

and regulations to members, as well as spreading

what the Media Committee does through our social

media. You are also responsible for uploading on

our SASSE website. You either already have an

interest in design, or you are ready to learn and take

on the challenge. If you are creative, would love to

design, and already spend a few too many hours on

social media - then you are our Head of

Communication!

Project Coordinator

As Project Coordinator, you will manage the

projects within the Media Committee and make sure

that they function as smoothly as possible. You will

serve as the main contact person for the project

leaders and will therefore act as the link between the

projects and the board. Besides keeping track of the

process of the projects, you will also be in charge of

the recruitment for new positions within the projects

and therefore have a crucial role in the committee! If

you love using your problem-solving skills and

imagination to make sure our committee continues

to deliver amazing projects, this role is for you!

Do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any

questions regading MedU or the positions! I'm

looking forward to seeing your application :)

 

Facebook: Filippa Lambert

Email: meduordf@sasse.se

Phone: +46 72 396 23 25

 

Much Love,

Filippa Lambert

Media Committee President 22/23



The Social Committee or “SU” is the creative and social outlet

for all SASSE members, our goal is to promote student culture

and wellbeing by hosting a wide variety of cultural, social and

festive events throughout the year. SU strives to be a place

where everyone feels welcomed and gets an opportunity to

engage in student life at its best. SU is a place where new ideas

and initiatives are embraced and made a reality, the only

“real” limit is your fantasy. Given the amount of creative

freedom SU has to host and plan events and parties, it means

that no SU year ever really looks the same.  

However, one thing that remains constant is our ambition to

offer SASSE members fun and unique activities, events, and

banquets to enrich your life as a student here at SSE. In the end,

we want to make sure that there exists a social outlet for all your

interests, hobbies, and needs to socialize and have fun.

Do you want to help us make student life here at SSE the best it

could possibly be? Try your wings in the Social Committee and

experience what SU is truly about.

The Social Committee

Pontus Gifvas

Social Committee President 22/23



The Social Committee

Positions offered 

The Vice President of the Social Committee is a person

shrouded in great mystery. There are clear

responsibilities such as handling the relation with our

committee sponsor PWC and facilitating internal

communication and structure. But apart from that, the

role of VP differs heavily from year to year. With great

power comes great responsibilities and the VP role is

no exception. Being Vice President means that you

have an opportunity and responsibility to help SU

become the very best it can be, however how you

intend to support SU is between you, your President,

and your fellow SU-members. In the end, a Vice

President of SU should be caring, responsible, and not

be afraid to get their hands dirty. 

Vice President Cultural Branch (“Kulturmästeriet”)

The culture branch is led by the Culture Master or

“Kulturmästare”, together with their “mästeri”, who is

responsible for all cultural activities throughout SASSE.

The initiatives and cultural activities vary heavily and can be

anything from wine tastings and art tours to karaoke and

mixology events. The main purpose is to allow all SASSE

members an opportunity to enrich their cultural interests

and passions and provide a space where they can be

exposed to new cultural experiences and impressions. In

addition, the culture branch holds the main responsibility

of the Culture Week in September and organizes a

European Culture Trip sometime during the year. Join the

culture branch and show what “ful-kultur” really means.

1 x Head of Cultural Activities (“Kulturmästare”)

2 x Culture Generals (“Kulturmästeriet"Social Branch (“Socialmästeriet”)

1 x Head of Social Activities (“Socialmästare”)

2 x Social Generals (“Socialmästeriet”)

The social branch works extensively towards questions

and matters regarding student health and wellbeing. The

Social Master or “Socialmästare” works together with

their “mästeri” to ensure that SASSE engages to

identify and improve student welfare issues. Apart from

leading the creative work of enhancing student welfare

the social branch is responsible for a wide variety of

activities such as Inspiration Week, “Tentafikor”, SU-

Lunches, and joining the rest of SU to create a fun

social outlet to improve students wellbeing. Join the

social branch and become SU’s very own teddy bear. 

Festivity Branch (“Festmästeriet”)

2 x Head of Festivities (“Festmästare” and

“Festmästarinna”)

5 x Festivity Generals (“Festmästeriet”)

Being a part of the festivity branch means planning,

organizing, and hosting SU’s larger and traditional parties

and banquets throughout the year. Together with an

amazing “festmästeri” the “festmästare” and

“festmästarinna” are tasked with making sure that all

student of SSE gets to experience the SU spirit during the

year. Some traditional events hosted by the festivity

branch are Hwett & Etiquette, Mårten Gås, the Spring

Party, and the Christmas Party. Apart from the traditional

ones the festivities branch is all about innovation and

creativity, you have the resources and possibility to plan

and organize pretty much whatever you think would be

fun for SASSE members to experience. So if you want a

year filled with pink neon and long nights in the rotunda,

you should join the festivity branch! 

Student Branch (“Studentmästeriet”)

1 x Head of Student Culture (“Studentmästare”)

2 x Student Generals (“Studentmästeriet”)

For the first time ever SU is introducing the student

branch or “studentmästeriet”. The student branch will be

responsible for a new initiative to increase exchanges and

interactions with other universities and student

associations here in Sweden. The Student Master or

“Studentmästare” will together with their “mästeri” plan

events, trips, and parties with Swedish “studying cities”

such as Uppsala, Lund, and Linköping as well as some of

our closer neighbours here in Stockholm. In addition, the

student branch is responsible for the gurus and new

initiatives for SASSE members, ensuring proper guidance

and practical help with planning and organizing events. So

if you want to make sure that SASSE really embraces what

it means to experience “student culture” then make sure

to apply for the student branch.

Do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have

any questions! 

 

Facebook: Pontus Gifvas 

Email: suordf@sasse.se

Phone: +46 70-531 36 33

 

Much Love,

Pontus Gifvas

Social Committee President 22/23 



The Tech Committee is a place for everyone, whether you always

had an interest in technology or are a person who likes to meet new

people and learn new things! We in the Tech Committee want to

open the door to the future to all SASSE members, so that everyone

can enjoy tech in their own way.

 

Technology is found everywhere, ranging from blockchain

technology, high-tech computers and even to your everyday

transactions. This year, the Tech Committee will be creating all kinds

of events so that our members can develop competence, and most

importantly, have loads of fun! Previously, we have had karaoke

banquets, lunch lectures, gaming tournaments and even a fashion

show. Within tech, there are no boundaries, here the sky’s the limit!

And the best part is that YOU can be part of this process, and you do

not need any experience (at all). In fact, you do not need to be a

techie at all! The most important thing is that you are willing to learn

and be part of a new family. In return, you will make new amazing

friends, and leave with memories for life. So, if you love innovation,

creativity and learning new things, then TechU is the perfect fit for

you! 

 

Apply for the Tech Committee Board 22/23!

 

 

 

The Tech Committee

Meilín Pei Purroy

Tech Committee President 22/23



The Tech Committee

Positions offered 

The role of the Vice President is broad and covers

all internal issues. The Vice President is

responsible for overseeing the SASSE Tech

infrastructure and maintaining internal culture.

Tech maintenance could involve everything from

replacing broken hardware to helping a new

project group set up their accounts on G-suite.

This year, the Vice President will also be working

with the Head of Events in maintaining and

developing a strong internal culture within the

committee by organizing different internal

activities. This could include anything from cozy

dinners to the annual “Tech Cleanse” trip.

Vice President Head of Event

The Head of Event is responsible for all the

TechU related events happening during the year!

This includes both recurring larger events such as

X Tech or Tech Days, but also smaller

inspirational, informational, or fun events

throughout the year. These can be anything like

the TechU X Moyagi banquet hosted last year to

sing-star tournaments or Techno Pubs. It is really

a position that encourages bold, creative ideas!

Leaving room for you to pursue your own vision.

As Head of Events, you will also be able to recruit

Festisar in the fall that together with you will be

responsible for the fun and interactive part of the

committee.
Head of Web

As Head of Web, you will have a vital role within

SASSE. The Head of Web is responsible for

maintaining and developing the SASSE website

www.sasse.se on a daily basis. Maintenance of the

website can range from helping other SASSE

Board members to update information on the

website to planning and developing functions for

it. This year, we are working on a new website,

which the Head of Web will be working with. For

this position no previous coding experience is

required, we will teach you everything you need to

know! Also, the Head of Web can choose to

recruit Web Assistants that help with simple

everyday tasks.

Head of Communication

As Head of Communications, you will be

responsible for the external and internal

communication of the Tech Committee. Your main

task will be to create marketing material and

manage the committee’s social media channels. In

this role you will be able to get creative with words

and graphics, and you will get to work closely with

our many projects to support them in their

marketing. To apply for this role, you don’t need

any previous experience in design. The most

important thing is to be creative and passionate

about it!

Project Coordinator

This new position is for someone who loves

problem-solving, getting creative and being at the

heart of things. As Project Coordinator, you will

manage the projects within the Tech Committee

and make sure that they function as smoothly as

possible. You will be the link between the projects

and the board by being the main contact person for

the project leaders. Besides keeping tabs on the

projects, you will be responsible for the recruitment

for new positions. Also you’ll be able to get creative

as you will be a part of helping shape and develop

all of TechUs projects. Furthermore, together with

the Head of Events you will organize and host the

annual Tech-days!

If you have any questions regarding the Tech

Committee or the positions, do not hesitate to

contact me.

Facebook: Meilín Pei Purroy

Email: techpres@sasse.se

Phone: +46 70 952 86 86

 

Much Love,

Meilín Pei Purroy 

Tech Committee President 



The Sports Committee is a place for everyone, whether you’re a die hard

sports enthusiast or a person who simply likes to meet new people and

keep active at the same time. The Sports Committee board works to

promote student health and to provide a platform for people with a

sports interest to meet and exercise their interests. The work of the

committee is centered around our weekly sports practices but also

includes numerous social events and sports related trips. Each year the

Sports Committee organizes a surf trip, a ski trip as well as trips to

international tournaments where the SASSE sports teams compete

against other European business schools. Other annual arrangements

organized by the Sports Committee board are the SASSE Olympics, SASSE

World Cup and Casa de Padel. In addition to that, the board is

responsible for the Sports and Business initiative which aims to provide

students with insight and opportunities for a career within the sports

industry.

There is absolutely no need to be an elite athlete to join the Sports

Committee. Personally, I haven’t been to the gym in weeks and probably

haven't watched a game since the last international championship, but I

love the sense of community within the sports world and I have always

felt at home in the Sports Committee. The Sports Committee is an

incredible place to get your mind off school, get some exercise and

make lots of new friends. If you want to be part of making the Sports

Committee better than ever this coming year; apply today and become

part of the IDU-family for life.

The Sports Committee

Tova Isberg

Sports Committee President 22/23



The Sports Committee

Positions offered 

As Vice President, you will have great insight into all

parts of the committee and support all board

members in their responsibilities. The “VP” is

responsible for our beloved IDU-room and for

providing both the IDU room, sports teams and IDU

events with spons (snacks, drinks). You will also be

responsible for creating graphic content to promote

IDU events and for our social media. The Vice

President is flexible, highly engaged and has a “the

sky’s the limit” mindset.

Vice President Sports & Teams Coordinator

The core of IDU is the weekly practices, our sports

teams and our amazing coaches. The Sports and Teams

Coordinator will be the contact person for all coaches,

be responsible for the reservation of sports centers, the

“LOK-stöd” (grant for participants’ attendance) and

coach recruitment. You will also help arrange and host

the annual coach weekend. The Sports and Teams

Coordinator is structured, reliable and a people person.

Team Captain

The Team Captain is responsible for creating a team

spirit and camaraderie within the whole committee. As

Team Captain you will transform the different teams of

IDU into one big IDU-family. This means arranging

internal events for the coaches, teams and other

projects within IDU. This includes the coach weekend,

IDU Awards and the IDU-kräftis, as well as new

initiatives and smaller IDU get-togethers – your

imagination is the only limit (almost) for what more can

be done. To assist you in creating a fantastic team spirit

and internal culture you will have your own team of

three “materialare”. The Team Captain is outgoing, a

team player, creative and likes to take initiative.

Tournament Coordinator

The Tournament Coordinator is responsible for both

the national tournaments (Korpen, Student-SM, etc)

and the international tournaments that SASSE,

through IDU, participates in twice a year

(Euromasters and Royal’s cup). There are also

possibilities for the Tournament Coordination to

initiate and lead new tournaments, for example

against other Swedish Universities. The Tournament

Coordinator is organized, reliable and a problem

solver. 

Sports & Business Coordinator

The Sports & Business Coordinator will, together

with the IDU President and the Center for Sports and

Business, work to provide the students of SSE with

insight into how one can create a career within the

sports industry by arranging inspirational lectures,

workshops etcetera, as well as work with sports clubs

and companies within the industry to provide

students with internship and consulting opportunities.

The sports and business initiative is still new and you

will have a great opportunity to influence the

development of the project. The Sports & Business

Coordinator will get to recruit a project group of 4

people to assist them in their work. The Sports &

Business Coordinator is a highly driven and ambitious

person, passionate about exploring the career

opportunities within the sports industry and opening

new doors for SASSE members. 

Have any questions regarding the Sports Committee

or the positions offered? Don’t hesitate to contact me

– I’m always happy to talk!

 

Facebook: Tova Isberg

Email: sportspres@sasse.se

Phone: +46 72 234 32 00

 

Much love,

Tova Isberg

President of the Sports Committee 22/23

Project Coordinator

The Project Coordinator is responsible for the events

that IDU arranges for all SASSE members, such as the

SASSE World Cup and The Deloitte Olympics. The

Project Coordinator is also responsible for IDU events

arranged together with other universities. This is a role

with a lot of room for creativity and new events and

initiatives are always welcomed. This person is creative,

driven, and enthusiastic.



Gustaf Tamm

Entertainment Committee President 22/23

The purpose of The Entertainment Committee is to give SASSE-

members more opportunities to socialize in more festive

circumstances and to promote a good party culture. The work

within The Entertainment Committee is all about teamwork and

creating fantastic events for our students! It is the oldest

committee within the Student Association, founded in 1921. We

consist of a board of ten people that together with 22 marshals

work closely in the creation of all parties and banquets. We

arrange some of the greatest events that the students attend

during their time here at the Stockholm School of Economics, for

example, the Gasque, the Summer Party, and The Anniversary

Feast. We are now in the middle of the process of finding a

team of marshals who want to be a part of this year’s

Entertainment Committee. 

 

“Röd eller död”

The Entertainment Committee



 Handelsdagarna has since its beginning in 1983 been the most important

event arranged by SASSE in order to profilate SASSE and SSE towards external

stakeholders. The goal of the career fair is to create a natural meeting point for

students at SSE and their future employers, and to give them the chance to get

one step closer to landing their dream job. As president, you get a unique

opportunity to develop your leadership and organizational skills by leading a

project with 150 involved students and a turnover of 3 MSEK. It is the

responsibility of the President to recruit the Committee, set the project plan

and budget, work with our Main Partners and to lead both the strategic and

operational work of Handelsdagarna, internally as well as externally. The

recruitment process will consist of several parts and the criteria that you as a

candidate will be evaluated on are the following:

 

 

Handelsdagarna

If you have any questions, feel free to contact this year’s

President Nina Erlandsson on

hd.president@sasse.se or +46733513855. 

I am more than happy to answer your questions!

 

Nina Erlandsson, President of Handelsdagarna 2022

 

 

Vision and goals for Handelsdagarna 2023

Leadership skills and ability to motivate others

Problem solving skills

Ambition

Motivation

We who have been involved in creating this year’s project see it as one of the

best decisions we have ever made. In addition to the fantastic lessons this

opportunity offers, you will also get your very own HD-family. We are

convinced that you will carry this experience through life and see it as your

best year at SSE. Do not hesitate to apply to become the 40th President of

Handelsdagarna and put your own mark on the project!

Are you the next President of Handelsdagarna?

Are you eager to develop your leadership skills and learn more about the

business world of companies? 

Then this is your chance to take the lead in the 40th Handelsdagarna!



Handelsspexet, the Student Farce, is SASSE’s own theatrical event

running shows in May that feature professionally directed acting,

dance, and live music! The project harkens back to the 1960s and is one

of the oldest and grandest traditions of our association, each show

being experienced by over a thousand people!

At the end of last year, we held a first recruitment round that resulted in

all on-stage and back-stage groups being filled with forty of the most

enthusiastic, engaged, and inspirational students SASSE has to offer. We

are now looking to recruit group leaders for three additional supporting

groups that will help bring the project to fruition, the groups being: 

 

Handelsspexet

We look forward to your application!

 

Thomas Brolin Stjärne, 

General of Handelsspexet

 

Film & Photography — Films both scenes for the show itself, as

well as eternalizes the memories we create along the journey

towards it!

Sponsorship — Pitches sponsorship opportunities both in and

around the show to companies, securing both monetary and

product sponsorships for the project!

Sales & Marketing — Leads a marketing campaign and sales

efforts with the backing of SASSE’s most creative souls, resulting

in revenues in the hundreds of thousands!

As group leader you take direct command of a team you recruit, as well

as take a spot on the Farce Committee working with the other group

leaders to manage the overall work under the leadership of the Farce

Generals. It is a splendid opportunity to join our current project group and

participate in one of the most magical experiences to be had in SASSE!

More information can be found on the SASSE webpage, and feel free to

direct any questions to the project leader at: spexgeneral@sasse.se



The Student’s Nobel Nightcap (SNNC) is the after-party to the

Nobel Banquet which is taken place on the 10th of December

every year. The project is shared among the four major

Stockholm universities and hosted quadrennially by the Student

Associations at the Stockholm School of Economics, The Royal

Institute of Technology, Stockholm University, and Karolinska

Institute.

 

In 2021, the Student Association of Stockholm School of

Economics had the honor to host SNNC, but due to the covid-

19 pandemic, it was unfortunately canceled. However, it’s

been decided that SASSE gets the opportunity to host the party

once again in 2022. 

 

So, we’re here again to organize the biggest comeback of

history, and we sincerely hope that you want to be a part of this

journey with us.

 

Students' Nobel NightCap

Christoffer Carlson and Cecilia Tran

Generals of the Students Nobel Nightcap 2022



SNNC

Positions offered 

As the COMMUNICATION MANAGER, you

will be responsible for upholding the graphical

profile of SNNC. You will be responsible for our

social media, our website as well as our internal

communication platform. Together with your

team, you will create content, design material, and

capture every moment both internally and

externally. 

Communication Manager

 

Decor Manager

 As the DECOR MANAGER, you will be

responsible for the overall visual experience

according to the theme, as well as making sure

that there is a coherency between all the rooms.

One of your priorities will be to create so-called

“WTF moments”. This means that there is an

utmost importance for creativity and the ability to

see the bigger picture. Many of the purchases will

be related to your area of responsibility, which

means that you will learn how to manage and

work with a budget efficiently.

Coordination Manager

 As the COORDINATION MANAGER, you will

be tasked with leading the team in charge of the

flow, logistics, and coordination between all the

different rooms and functions during and prior to

the big night. You will be tasked with making sure

that the event and the planning leading up to the

event runs smoothly and seamlessly.

Entertainment Manager

As the ENTERTAINMENT MANAGER, you will

have the sole responsibility for all the entertainment

during the big night. This includes making sure that

every single Nightie involved is in line with the

theme during the party, both costume and make-up

wise, as well as handling and ensuring the quality of

the external entertainers. You will develop your skill

in seeing the bigger picture and understand where

and how entertainment should be placed in order to

enhance the overall guest experience.

Corporate Relations Manager

 As the CORPORATE RELATIONS MANAGER

you will be tasked with leading the team responsible

for taking care of our current partners, establishing

new partnerships and through these partnerships

enhance the value for both project members and

guests. You and your team will be the backbone of

the entire operation and lay the foundation for the

project’s overall success.

Food & Beverage Manager

As the FOOD & BEVERAGE MANAGER, you

will have the sole responsibility for all the food and

beverage served during the magical night on the

10th of December 2021. You will through your

interest, creativity, and leadership skills, create and

lead a team tasked with creating a Micheline-worthy

menu and service that not only enhances the

overall theme but makes the night even more

memorable and magical for our guests.

Apply here: 

https://forms.gle/hZzeUaLsYMbm9Hwb8

If you have any questions about SNNC, reach out

to us at generals@snnc.se! 

Do you wanna know more about SNNC? See

our recruitment catalog:  

https://bit.ly/SNNC-Committee-Recruitment-

2022 

https://forms.gle/hZzeUaLsYMbm9Hwb8?fbclid=IwAR3YyEEkPrxc93Q1WzmRff8FBPJVFjRXGZ-hKDIkrj1HnQyx__ouCH3a52M


Do you think that the introduction was the highlight of your time here

in SASSE? Now, you have the amazing opportunity to do it all over

again if you apply to become the project leader of the

introductions! In this versatile role, you will have the chance to

sharpen your leadership skills, learn to cooperate with many different

people, and take on great responsibility. It is your job to make all of

the new students feel welcome at SSE and in SASSE, and coordinate

all of the exciting events during the first two weeks of their time here.

You will be the face of the introductions. Besides this, you will

structure the work of your project group, be responsible for the

internal culture, and function as the connecting link with all the

members of the project. You should be a social and outgoing

person who feels comfortable speaking in front of many people.

Also, you should enjoy managing and coordinating people, and

have the drive to create an inclusive community spirit.  

The Introductions

Project leader of the Bachelor Introductions BE x2

Project leader of the Bachelor Introductions RM x2

Project leader of the Master Introductions x2

If you have any questions reach out to me at

suordf@sasse.se

 

Pontus Gifvas

Social Committee President 2022/2023

Positions offered:



Do you want to be a part of projects that actually make a

difference? If that's the case, then our project is for you. SASSE

Sustainability Group (SSG) is one of SASSE’s largest independent

projects and has the critical responsibility of overseeing SASSE's

sustainability efforts. The most important goal for SSG is to have a

positive impact with its activities and to raise awareness of the topic

among SSE students.

2022 is the best time to join SSG. This year you will get to shape SASSE

history where each of our projects has something unique to offer.

SSG also offers a lot of freedom in creativity while giving much

support to realize your ideas. Additionally, SSG offers a true family

spirit and unique opportunities to engage with the most impactful

organizations and businesses in Sweden. Let’s make an impact

together!

During the Spring recruitment 2022, SSG offers a position of project

coordinator that will allow you to join the Board of our project,

several positions for the Sustainable Career Day and the Focus CSR

Project Group and, finally, three creative positions for the Future of

Food Banquet.

SASSE Sustainability Group 

Kiryl Shantyka

Project Leader 21/22



SASSE Sustainability Group 

Positions offered 

We’re looking for real persuaders, who’ll strive to

make sponsorships more meaningful and will help

us bring the best product sponsors that align with

sustainability values. You’ll be responsible for

communication with companies producing

sustainable products and services and making sure

that the students get more familiar with the great

variety of sustainable products out there. Being

innovative is key!

The Future of Food

Have you ever wondered what our food habits

may look like in 20 years? Solving the Big

Question on how to feed the soon-to-be 9 Billion

people healthily and sustainably demands all the

innovation we can produce. Thus SSG offers you

an exclusive opportunity to travel to the future

and light up your creativity by organizing a Future

of Food Banquet that will be a final mark in the

tremendous Sustainability Career Day 2022 in

April. Apply and make this banquet unforgettable!

Project Coordinator

This position is one of the most important and impactful at the SSG

Board. As project coordinator, you'll be the key link for the projects in

their work which implies the most advanced insight in all of our

projects at once. In this role, you will be responsible for

communicating with all project leaders. If you have a genuinely

empathic and problem-solving spirit as well as you enjoy challenging

and making ideas come true, the role of Project Coordinator is the

best opportunity for you.

Head of Corporate Relations x 2

Focus CSR

This role is fit for someone willing to expand their

business communication skills and strive for direct

contact with inspiring companies. You will be

responsible for guiding and hosting the partner

companies that will join us on Sustainable Careers

Day and making sure everything runs smoothly for

them throughout the day.

If you have any questions reach out to me at:

Facebook: Kiryl Shantyka

Email: sustainability@sasse.se

Phone: +46 (0) 73 573 71 40

Much love,

Kiryl Shantyka

Head of Sponsorship

Join the oldest and biggest sustainability project at SASSE! Focus CSR 2022 is going to

be as big as it never was! More than 20 companies from all possible areas in sustainability

will come to SSE to share their experience with you and let you explore the variety of

meaningful and impactful careers. This event is much more than a fair. It’s an event full

of intimate coaching and insightful discussions offering you unique opportunities to talk

directly with the most impactful leaders of Sweden.



Recruitment is open 12/1 - 19/1 

Apply for everything

Regret Nothing

Much Love, 

SASSE Board 22/23

Apply at SASSE.se/recruitment


